ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove that, for a Riesz space L, the order closure of each subset of L coincides with its pseudo order closure if and only if the order closure of each convex subset of L coincides with its pseudo order closure; moreover, each of these statements is equivalent to the strong Egoroff property. For Archimedean Riesz spaces, similar results hold for the relative uniform topology.
of B will be denoted by a, b, • ■ ■ ; the unit element by 1; the zero element by 0.
For arbitrary elements a, b £ B, a V b and a A b ate respectively the join and the meet of a and b. For each a £ B, the complement of a is denoted by a . A sequence Wn: n -1, 2, ... j in B is called increasing if a, < a2 < ... and will be denoted by an\ " or an\; the sequence is called decreasing if «i > "2 -' ' ' antŵ ill be denoted by a"i" or a"\-If «nî and a e B is such that a = V"a", then
we write an T a; a"ia IS defined similarly. We write a"¡íl¡can \ a it the sequence jßn: n = 1, 2, ••• i satisfies an\ a and, for each n, the sequence ja . : k = 1, 2, • • •} satisfies ""¿Í/j0,,; anKlÄß"la 1S defined similarly. A Boolean algebra is said to have the Egoroff property if every one of its elements has the Egoroff property.
It follows that a Boolean algebra B has the Egoroff property if and only if
its unit element 1 has the Egoroff property, since it is easy to show that, if an element a in B has that property and c <a, then c has it also (if c"l] lc, consider a , = c, V (a A c')).
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The Egoroff property of Boolean algebras was first introduced by W. A. J. Luxemburg (see [9] ).
Lemma 2.2. If B is a Boolean algebra, then the following two statements are equivalent.
(1) B has the Egoroff property.
(2) // anklanÏ0 in B, then there exist bml0 such that for every m, bm > a 7_* tz_i for some indices 22(222) and kAm). (2) =»(1) We must show that 1 has the Egoroff property. Suppose that c"£Îfcl-
We may assume that cnf¡[ (since we can always replace cnk by clk A ... A c ¡).
If there is no sequence c f 1 such that cn / 1 for all n, we are done; otherwise, (1) B has the Egoroff property. (1) L has the strong Egoroff property.
(2) L has the diagonal property for order convergence.
(3) (S ) = S ¡or every subset S of L.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4. (1) L has the strong Egoroff property.
(2) The order closure of each subset of L coincides with its pseudo order closure.
We next discuss the interesting fact that the strong Egoroff property is char- (1) L has the strong Egoroff property.
(2) For every element f £ L, fnk -► / -► / implies the existence of a sequence kj i" (Vnk\) such that gm-+f.
An immediate result from the above results is Theorem 3.14. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) L has the strong Egoroff property. (1) L has the Egoroff property. The diagonal property for order convergence can also be found in [5] , [10] , [14] (1) L has the a-property.
(2) For every f e L. /^ -OU /" -SU / implies that fn> kM «♦" / for some kin). is a sequence yn J 0 auch that a,n k(")ß" < y" for some k(n). Now we have I/». k(n) ~f\< \fn, kin) ~ f"\ + \f" ~'f\ < %, *(")«" + <V $ an. k(n)ßnW + tt«" < y«» + ttn" < ^n + a"XM'VB) and y" + an ¡0, hence fn.k{n)^"f. It is clear that (2) =» (3). There is no loss in generality to assume that u f . Denote by 0 the set of all natural numbers 72 such that a™ ^ 0 for some 222.
It is clear that 0 is nonempty. We prove that 0 has infinitely many elements. on the other hand ßmw \ 0 since L is Archimedean, and so p~ a < 0 which contradicts that u > 0.
It remains to show that for a given natural number N, there is some teal number yN such that uN < y^tn. Let N be given. By the above argument that 0 is an infinite set, there is a natural number «0 = n0(N) in 0 such that n0 > N; so a™ 4-0 for some index 222n = mÁN). We then have (1) L has the a-property.
(2) L has the diagonal property for r.u. convergence. In conclusion, we point out several facts whose proofs can be found in [10] concerning the strong Egoroff property and the a-property. An Archimedean Riesz space which has the strong Egoroff property also has the tr-property. The converse does not always hold (see Exercise 16.18 of [10] ). We say that a mode of convergence of sequences is stable if for an arbitrary sequence {/I which converges to 0 there exists a real sequence a. \ oo such that the sequence \anf"\ also con- 
